Impact of Dynamic Social Relationship in a File Sharing System.
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Abstract—In this paper we discuss the impact of social networks (e.g. Facebook) on the improvement of data dissemination in BitTorrent. We compare a social disseminated swarm with a traditional disseminated swarm, discussing peers locality and inter-AS traffic. Our results show that social disseminated swarms may present up to 3 times more peers behaving to the same region. This pattern impacts on inter-AS traffic, which in turn, impacts the network traffic cost. Our characterization can be used to develop new incentive mechanisms that consider social relationship and geographic locality.

I. INTRODUCTION

The adoption of peer-to-peer (P2P) has grown since past decade and the traffic generated by this kind of application is dominant in the Internet. Estimations shows that, in 2012, more than 36% of traffic upload in North America was generated by BitTorrent [2]. The portion of BitTorrent in total peak traffic of North America is bigger than 10%\(^1\).

The success of P2P systems is dependent from its peers’ collaboration. However, the lack of cooperation in such applications imposes a big challenge in offering quality of service. There is many mechanisms that intend to incentive the peer cooperation in P2P systems. For example, the BitTorrent protocol present a decentralized mechanism called tit-for-tat. The peers monitor themselves mutually and the amount of resources offered is proportional to their contribution.

The proper working of tit-for-tat mechanism is strongly related to short-term contribution between peers. This mechanism do not favors relationship based on locality or long-term relationship. One could achieve better data dissemination in the case of considering theses factors [1].

In fact, BitTorrent file dissemination is improved when social network is used to announce a file. For example [4], [6] show that social announced torrents, mainly in Twitter, have more stable peers. These stable peers enter in a swarm (group of nodes sharing the same content) following predictable temporal patterns and keeps sharing for a time longer than in normal swarms, improving the content dissemination.

Furthermore, the peer locality, even in a single swarm, can be important for the global P2P system improvement. For example, Wang et al. [5] show that 85% of peers participate in multiple swarms and this characteristic can be used to increase the locality of the entire P2P network and reduce inter-AS traffic. In this case, one could correlate P2P peers with its social profile could in order to create groups of peers that maintain the P2P traffic restricted to a given AS.

For example, Pietili et al. [3] define P2P groups as temporal communities where the casual opportunistic contact of peers can be explored to improve the data content dissemination. In this case, Pietili explores the social relations between conference participants, but other scenarios can be explored, as the interaction of social network users.

In this paper we present the preliminary results focusing at the discussion of impact of social network, mainly the Facebook, on the improvement of data dissemination in file sharing networks. We compare social announced swarms with normal swarms (announced in indexing sites) and discuss the preliminary impact in inter-AS traffic. Furthermore, is we characterize peer’s locality in this social-P2P context.

We believes that our results can be useful for the development of new protocols and incentive mechanisms that consider social relationship and geographic locality.

II. TORRENT DISSEMINATION IN SOCIAL NETWORK

To analyze the role of social network in torrent dissemination we have collected 2 types of torrents: (i) regional torrent; (ii) global torrent. The regional torrent content is related to certain region/group. For example, the movies performed in Bollywood have more appeal in regions around India.

We have collected 60 swarms: 30 regional torrents and 30 global torrents. For each category, half of the sample was collected from an Indian Facebook group (namely social swarm) and the remainder half samples was collected from popular indexing torrent sites (non-social swarm). To map IP and locality we have used GeoLite database\(^2\).

Our preliminary analysis of swarms evidence the correlation between the social network and a torrent swarm geographic locality. More precisely, torrents disseminated via Facebook tend to present better grouped peers (geographically) in its swarms. For example: Table I shows the top ten more representative countries in terms of number of peers. As observed, the social dissemination of swarms influences the clustering of nodes even in global swarms. It is evidence that social dissemination can even improve a swarm whose interest is not specific from a region of globe.


\(^2\)Maxmind GeoLite, www.dev.maxmind.com/geoip/geolite/
against 56% from traditional swarm). In global swarm we have an improvement of three times in peer concentration around India in social dissemination (24% against 8%).

We also analyze the distribution of peers by AS for the biggest swarms (table II). In regional content the social dissemination presents up to 25.6% of peers at 10 first AS against 29.8% from traditional dissemination. Considering an Indian group on Facebook, we have actually 24.4% against 20.7%. The global swarms present 7.89% in social dissemination against 7.37% in traditional dissemination. Again, considering the Indian group, we have actually 5.26% against 1.6%. These results show evidences that exploring social relationship improve the performance of a P2P file sharing systems, mainly in geographic localization.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present our preliminary analysis of the impact of torrent dissemination on social networks. Our results show that exists node grouping based on social relationship and geographic localization. For example, our results show that social disseminated swarms may present up to 3 times more peers behaving to the same region/country. This grouping characteristic can be used to improve the content sharing.

As future work, we intend to further investigate how social relationship between peers can aid the development of new incentive mechanisms that discourage freeriders. For instance, we intend to elucidate the question if the incidence of freeriders is the same in social disseminated swarms as in traditional P2P systems. Finally, we intend to analyze the impact on system performance when using a modified version tit-for-tat mechanism that priorizes the selection of nodes in the same AS or with similarities in social characteristics.
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